The genome-wide protein sequences from Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) and rice (Oryza sativa) spp. japonica were clustered into families using sequence similarity and domain-based clustering. The two fundamentally different methods resulted in separate cluster sets with complementary properties to compensate the limitations for accurate family analysis. Functional names for the identified families were assigned with an efficient computational approach that uses the description of the most common molecular function gene ontology node within each cluster. Subsequently, multiple alignments and phylogenetic trees were calculated for the assembled families. All clustering results and their underlying sequences were organized in the Webaccessible Genome Cluster Database (http://bioinfo.ucr.edu/projects/GCD) with rich interactive and user-friendly sequence family mining tools to facilitate the analysis of any given family of interest for the plant science community. An automated clustering pipeline ensures current information for future updates in the annotations of the two genomes and clustering improvements. The analysis allowed the first systematic identification of family and singlet proteins present in both organisms as well as those restricted to one of them. In addition, the established Web resources for mining these data provide a road map for future studies of the composition and structure of protein families between the two species.
Sequence similarity comparisons play an essential role in analyzing the phylogenetic and structurefunction relationships of genes and proteins. They are critical for dissecting complex functional differences between the members of protein families to ultimately understand their full activity spectrum. Efficient tools for analyzing complex families are of particular importance to plant biology since the majority of the genome-encoded proteins from the model organisms Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) and rice (Oryza sativa) are members of large sequence families. The number and sizes of these families frequently exceed the complexity in animal and other kingdoms (Riechmann and Ratcliffe, 2000; Wang et al., 2003; Nelson et al., 2004) . The concomitant redundancy of genes causes often serious limitations for loss-offunction or knockout experiments due to unpredictable compensation effects of other family members with overlapping functionalities (paralogs). As a consequence, many plant researchers have to invest extensive time and experimental resources to dissect the specific sequence and structural features of each member for a family of interest. Unfortunately, most technical approaches for determining gene functions in vivo are limited to the analysis of one or a few candidate genes per experiment. This makes it very difficult and time consuming to examine the full functional diversity of families with frequently built-in redundancies. Moreover, the majority of the predicted proteins from sequenced plant genomes remain functionally unclassified (unknown proteins). Thus, many families are still lacking functional information for all of their members (unknown families). Since overlapping functions between entire families are less common, it can be expected that most of these unknown families contribute critical molecular baseline activities that are involved in many unexplored developmental and adaptation strategies in plants and other kingdoms.
Although computational approaches will not overcome these difficulties, the development of efficient bioinformatics tools for analyzing differences within and across families is critical for guiding future research in many plant science areas. Most in silico family analysis strategies are based on the simple but effective concept that sequences with a higher degree of similar residues share more structural and functional properties than those with weaker similarities. This guideline allows the assignment of putative functions to unidentified proteins sharing significant sequence similarities and, hence, functional properties with characterized candidates. Although weak similarities are less reliable indicators for predicting function, they commonly provide essential information for discovering proteins with novel properties. To perform the required comparisons, all related sequences of interest need to be identified by similarity searches, the retrieved candidates organized in multiple alignments, their conserved domains localized, and distance trees calculated. Those basic family analysis steps have guided the functional identification of countless uncharacterized genes in the past. Various software tools are available for grouping unclustered protein sets into families, largely by employing distance matrices derived from all-against-all comparisons Enright et al., 2002; Koonin et al., 2002; Pipenbacher et al., 2002) . Furthermore, several Web resources with preclustered family information are available to simplify time-consuming family analysis steps for the user. Most of them are based on the clustering of well annotated sequences from all organisms contained in the major protein and structure databases (Tatusov et al., 1997 (Tatusov et al., , 2000 (Tatusov et al., , 2003 Kriventseva et al., 2001; Krause et al., 2002; Enright et al., 2003; Bateman et al., 2004; Leinonen et al., 2004) . The corresponding Web interfaces of these databases allow the user to quickly identify orthologs for a sequence of interest across all available organisms. This global organism approach is ideally suited for comprehensive ortholog studies across a broad range of organisms. However, the present infrastructure is frequently insufficient for genome-wide studies of fully sequenced organisms since many of their predicted or weakly annotated proteins are often not included in the corresponding databases (Mohseni-Zadeh et al., 2004) . In addition, more refined clustering and customized data structures are required to provide a complete inventory of family and singlet proteins for researchers focusing on specific organisms.
In this study, we have clustered all protein sequences from Arabidopsis and rice into similarity groups, calculated their corresponding alignments, localized their conserved domains, and generated distance trees. The resulting data sets provide comprehensive information about the similarities and dissimilarities between a monocotyledon and a dicotyledon representative with regard to the size, quantity, and composition of their family and singlet proteins. The provided data sets represent a foundation for future studies of the ortholog and paralog sequences of the two species. The user-friendly Genome Cluster Database (GCD; http://bioinfo.ucr.edu/projects/GCD) was designed to provide to the public an efficient cluster mining tool for Arabidopsis and rice to perform various intraspecies and interspecies comparisons, and also to retrieve related sequences from other organism groups.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Protein Similarity Clustering
To identify and compare all family and singlet proteins from Arabidopsis and rice spp. japonica, their protein sequences from The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) were clustered into similarity groups. Two profoundly different approaches were chosen for this purpose to minimize the limitations inherent in most available methods for clustering large and diverse sequence sets with high sensitivity and low false-positive rates. To guide the reader through the following text, a summary of the two methods with regard to their relative performance for high-sensitivity clustering of remotely related sequences is provided in Table I . It is important to point out that the reported differences greatly depend on the parameter settings (see below) of the two methods.
The first approach (BCL) used the BLASTCLUST software from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nihi.gov/blast/executables) to automatically group the proteins based on BLASTP similarity scores and single-linkage clustering. Low-complexity regions had been masked in the sequences to avoid overclustering due to biased amino acid distributions in certain proteins (Promponas et al., 2000; Wootton and Federhen, 2003) . While this masking step minimizes the false-positive rates in the overall clustering, it can prevent related sequences with repetitive elements from clustering into families (e.g. Pro-rich proteins; Fowler et al., 1999) . The minimum criteria used for joining distantly related sequences into clusters were 50% overlap and 35% identity in their pairwise BLAST alignments. Prior test runs with the same data set had shown that BCL produces under the chosen parameters for well characterized families the most complete clusters with low false-positive rates (Table II) . Lowering the identity value below 35% increased the number of false positives significantly (data not shown). In response to requests from the plant community, a transparent percentage value instead of a statistically more robust E value has been chosen here as a threshold. The relatively low overlap value of 50% between sequences was used to maximize the formation of complete families in this clustering. Increasing the overlap stringency results in far less complete clusters since members of the same family often show significant length differences due to Table I . Relative performance differences of the two clustering methods
The table provides a comparison of the most important strengths and weaknesses (Performance Criteria) when the two approaches BCL and HCL are used with the clustering parameters of this study. The reported differences are based on benchmark comparisons with curated families. Altered settings can change the performance differences significantly. The ''11'' stands for better performance than ''1'' in this table. Rejection of clusters with unconnected domains
Control over length of similarity region relative to sequences
1
Not limited by domain knowledge 11 1
a References: Eddy (1996) ; Altschul et al. (1997) .
variations in target sequences, terminal extensions, alternative splice events, truncated gene models, etc. (Girke et al., 2004) . A disadvantage is that the relaxed overlap requirements can result in the contamination of clusters with unrelated proteins through indirect connectivity with multiple domain proteins. However, those events are relatively rare since the method only joins two proteins into a cluster when the alignment length coverage (overlap) of both members is 50%. To illustrate the effect of this restriction: The protein families cytochrome b 5 , nitrate reductase, and D8 sphingolipid desaturase form separate families in this clustering despite the fact that they all share a cytochrome b 5 domain with sequence identities above the similarity threshold (Table II) . They are not joined into a hybrid cluster due to the relatively short length of the shared domain. Nevertheless, very large gene families with extremely complex domain architectures can be contaminated with false-positive proteins. An example for this event is the kinase superfamily that contains unrelated sequences in this clustering. The following domain-based approach generates far more reliable results for subgroups of this extremely complex family with more than 2,000 members. Clustering all kinases into one superfamily with accurate separation of subgroups requires several manual curation steps and specialized clustering techniques as described by Wang et al. (2003) and the PlantsP project (Tchieu et al., 2003 Girke et al. (2004) and other families ( Table II ) has shown that an HMM E value of #0.1 as cutoff allows clustering of nearly complete families with false positive rates close to zero. In addition, no constraints were set in this clustering regarding the domain coverage relative to the entire protein length. Those restrictions were avoided to favor the formation of complete families, even though limited coverage can result in false positives in which sequences share only short similarities. To further evaluate the cluster qualities by manual inspection of selected cases, multiple alignments and distance trees for all identified families of the two methods were calculated with the programs MultAlin and PHYLIP, respectively (Corpet, 1988; Felsenstein, 2004) .
The outcome of the two clustering methods is summarized in Table III . The HCL data for Arabidopsis agree in large parts with the domain signature clustering results from Wortman et al. (2003) . Within the provided cluster size intervals, BCL and HCL show a similar performance trend between the two organisms. Interestingly, both methods indicate that approximately 45% to 60% of the proteins from the two species belong to families with six or more members. This result clearly demonstrates the importance of protein families for plant biology. The number of singlets in the HCL data set is slightly higher than in the BCL results. This is expected since domain clustering is an empirical approach that is limited by the domain knowledge contained at present in the Pfam database. The higher degree of partial gene predictions in the less complete rice annotation results in a stronger relative performance difference between the two methods for identifying singlets since many protein fragments show no or poor coverage with known Pfam domains. Future improvements of the rice gene models will certainly improve this situation. In contrast to this, the HCL approach consistently assigns for both organisms more clusters with more members in the larger size intervals (cluster sizes above 10) than the BCL approach. This is also an anticipated trend due to the higher sensitivity of HMM searches in detecting weak similarities without incorporating too many false-positive search hits into the clusters. This robust performance of the HCL approach is demonstrated in Table II by comparisons with some expert curated families. The automated method assembles in most cases complete families without contaminations with unrelated candidates. Even in the case of the very large and diverse P450 family, HCL is able to identify almost all of its members. Only five (2%) members of this family are missed since their available sequences do not entirely cover the corresponding Pfam domain model. The auxin response factor family is annotated in the literature with 23 Arabidopsis members and contains three Pfam domains. Six members of this family form a separate HCL cluster due to deletions and truncations in the C-terminal Aux/IAA domain. In this case, the BCL approach forms a larger cluster since it is not affected by incomplete domain coverage. An additional important feature of the implemented HCL strategy is that it joins multiple domain proteins into families only if they share all domains in the same order. This prevents coclustering of proteins with inconsistent domain architectures or unrelated proteins through bridging effects of multiple domain proteins (Bolten et al., 2001 ). However, if no domains are available, then the approach fails to provide cluster information. An example of this situation is shown in the last row of Table II for a family of unknown function. In conclusion, the two clustering methods exhibit counterbalancing strengths for high-sensitivity clustering: HCL generates the most complete clusters for families with known domains, while BCL compensates its inability to cluster families with no or insufficient domain information. Since these complementary properties offer advanced query flexibilities for downstream analyses, both data sets were integrated as separate entities into the GCD database, and efficient query tools were developed to mine them in parallel (see below). Merging the two cluster sets would have unnecessarily complicated the evaluation of their qualities by reducing data transparency and preventing the public from choosing the better data set for a given scientific question.
The comparative proteome-wide clustering of this study allowed the systematic identification of most singlet and family proteins that are present only in one of the two organisms. Those organism-restricted clusters are a rich resource for studying the molecular and functional diversities between the two organisms. Table IV provides a summary of the statistics of these complex differences, and Table V shows several examples that are organism restricted according to both clustering methods and contain only one Pfam domain. The complete family information for all cluster intervals of Table IV can be retrieved through predefined queries from GCD's Advanced Search page. Overall, the relative abundance of organism-restricted singlet and family proteins is much higher in rice (45% and 57%) than in Arabidopsis (29% and 25%). This finding is in agreement with published search results between the two organisms (Kikuchi et al., 2003) . With regard to functional diversity, this difference may not be as marked as it first appears since the dominance of transposon-related proteins in rice and its less completed genome annotation both result in an overestimation of the total amount of expressed fulllength proteins in this organism. Interestingly, a large number of the families, which occur only in one organism, are families of unknown function. The lack of Pfam domains for many of these novel families explains why the HCL approach identifies a lower number of organism-restricted families than the BCL approach (Table IV) . As outlined above, comprehensive clustering of entire proteomes is a very complex process. Although automated computational approaches provide very efficient solutions to this problem, it is currently not possible to generate perfect cluster information for all families, even with two different approaches. This is largely due to the often very specialized requirements for extremely diverse candidates and incomplete proteome knowledge. Therefore, the provided family information has its limitations, and users are asked to critically assess the quality of a family of interest with their expert knowledge before they base critical research decisions on the results.
Database and Interface Design of GCD
The generated information of this study was organized in the public GCD that is equipped with many powerful query, visualization, and download features for flexible interspecies analyses of gene and protein families. A multifunctional entry page allows users to search the database in single or batch mode by querying with gene/protein IDs, functional descriptions, cluster IDs, cluster names, or gene ontology keys. Combinatorial queries of scalable complexity can be generated through a separate Advanced Query page. Alternatively, a search and sortable cluster table enables navigation by cluster sizes, family names, and other criteria. All of the above query options return a result list with rich information on the specified gene/ protein entries from Arabidopsis and rice. This includes the statistics of a query containing the number of its returned loci, gene models, and clusters. The corresponding protein, gene model, untranslated region, intergenic, and putative promoter sequences for Common central domain of tyrosinase PF00264 5 Table IV . Abundance of organism-restricted clusters and singlets Family and singlet proteins with zero members in one of the two organisms are compared using the column arrangement and units of Table III . The percentage values are given in relation to the total number of proteins for each organism. The complete family information for the corresponding cluster intervals can be retrieved through predefined queries from the Advanced Search page of GCD. Figure 1 . Design Overview of GCD. A, Outline of data flow and graphical interface. B, Automated cluster naming strategy based on GO annotations that assigns the deepest and most common MF term to a cluster. To identify those consensus terms, the available molecular function annotations of all proteins of a cluster are mapped to the GO network that consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
any cluster or query can be displayed on the same page. This versatile sequence batch retrieval system allows efficient download of almost all types of Arabidopsis and rice sequences in a single step. The provided annotations for individual members contain detailed cluster information, including cluster names, total cluster sizes, organism distribution within clusters, and many links to external resources. Subclusters of higher similarity can be easily identified through BCL results with more stringent thresholds of 50% and 70% sequence identity. To quickly retrieve all members of a family on the result page, users can activate a hyperlinked subquery system for any given cluster in the database. This action will send the correct query syntax back to the main page and return all of the members of a family of interest. A sortable list of related sequences from all other organisms represented in the UniProt database (Leinonen et al., 2004 ) is accessible via a link menu. The multiple alignments for the individual clusters can be viewed and downloaded in two different color modes: the consensus shading highlights its conserved residues, while the domain shading localizes the detected Pfam domains for its members. An online HMMALIGN tool can generate custom multiple alignments against a chosen Pfam domain model. Many additional batch analysis functions are available on the same page: gene structure viewing, chromosome mapping, and Gene Ontology (GO) pie chart plotting.
Functional names for all clusters are available. Those were assigned by a computational method that is based on the GO annotations for the two organisms (Ashburner et al., 2000; Berardini et al., 2004) . This approach uses the deepest and most common molecular function (MF) GO term for all proteins in a cluster (Fig. 1B) . The deepest MF node was chosen since it typically provides the most detailed functional information. The developed method generates in most cases very useful cluster names that will automatically improve with future updates of the available GO annotations of the two species.
An automated download and reclustering pipeline has been implemented for the database backend to ensure up-to-date clustering and sequence information upon major changes in the genome annotations of the two organisms. GCD will be further maintained and improved by including additional well annotated plant genomes in the future and adding new features to enhance its functionality for the community. We will also continue to work on data interoperability and sharing of data with various protein family resources, TIGR, The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR; Rhee et al., 2003) , and other databases.
CONCLUSION
The comprehensive protein family information of this project and the associated GCD Web service both provide many new and unique opportunities for efficient comparative studies between Arabidopsis and rice. Those resources are expected to be of broad interest to researchers who are interested in exploring the molecular and structural diversities within and across the two plant species.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sequence Clustering
The plant proteome and genome sequences used for this project were downloaded from TIGR's ftp site (ftp://ftp.tigr.org). The latest genome annotation versions 5.0 and 2.0 were retrieved for Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) and rice (Oryza sativa) spp. japonica, respectively. The nucleotide sequences and annotation data that are provided through the GCD interface were extracted with internal Bioperl parsers from the corresponding pseudochromosome files in XML format. Orthologs in other species were identified through local BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1990) searches against the UniProt database ( Leinonen et al., 2004) .
Protein sequence similarity clustering was performed with the BLAST-CLUST program (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nihi.gov/blast/executables) using 50% overlap and 35% identity as cutoff values for family assembly. Two additional cluster sets with 50% and 70% identity were generated for the Web page. Prior to this clustering, low-complexity regions of the proteins were masked with the freely available CAST program from Promponas et al. (2000) .
Domain composition clustering was performed in two steps. First, the Pfam domains were identified in the proteins with HMMPFAM searches against the latest Pfam HMM library (Pfam_ls). Second, the proteins were clustered with a custom Perl script based on their order of identified domains using an HMM E value of #0.1 as cutoff.
Alignments, Trees, and GO Annotations
Multiple alignments for clusters were calculated using the MultAlin program from Corpet (1988) that is capable of generating complex alignments of several thousand proteins. To visualize conserved residues in color, the alignments were reformatted with the MView software (Brown et al., 1998) . Distance trees for the alignments were calculated with the PHYLIP package using a robust distance-based neighbor-joining approach for tree construction and the midpoint method for defining root positions (Felsenstein, 2004) .
The GO annotations, used for protein family naming, were retrieved from TIGR's pseudochromosome files. Based on consistency considerations of GO categories between the two species, the TIGR annotations were used for both organisms. The more comprehensive Arabidopsis GO annotations from TAIR are not included at this point. For consensus mapping of terms, the current GO tree was downloaded from the GO Consortium page (http:// www.geneontology.org/). The developed naming strategy is divided into two steps. First, a single molecular function GO identifier is assigned to each protein by using the deepest one in the network. If several GOs with the same depth are determined, then only the first one is used. Second, the GO term appearing most often in a cluster is chosen to be the cluster name. If the GO count ends in two or more groups of identical size, then the first one is used.
Database, Interface, and Update Strategy
The generated protein family cluster information was uploaded into a relational PostgreSQL database (http://www.postgresql.org/). To provide unlimited data access to the public through the Internet, a user-friendly Javabased Web interface was developed that integrates several open-source applications and Bioperl modules (Stajich et al., 2002) . More detailed information on its design and usage can be retrieved through GCD's ReadMe page. Most data upload and clustering steps have been automated with a Perl script, so that GCD can be quickly updated on an available 64 CPU LINUX cluster when new versions of the genome annotations and Pfam domain database are released in the future.
